CHAPTER 6
WAYS IN WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL TEACHER
MAY POSITIVELY INFLUENCE STUDENT SELF-ESTEEM

The classroom teacher is placed in a position of privilege and responsibility
and has great impact on the self-esteem of his/her students .

"The interaction between the teacher and the learner is at the heart
of schooling . The quality of this relationship is the most important
single factor in learning ." (Education Department of South
Australia, Our Schools And Their Purpose Into The 80's).

"The teacher as a person is more important than the teacher as a
technician ." (Canfield, 1976)

"The teacher gives not of his (her) wisdom, but rather of his (her)
faith and lovingness ." (Gibran, 1923)

"The beliefs, feelings and assumptions of teachers are the air of a
learning environment : they determine the quality of life within it ."
(Postman and Weingartner, 1969)

SUMMARY OF THE WAYS IN WHICH SCHOOLS MAY POSITIVELY
INFLUENCE THE SELF-ESTEEM OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
Ways in which the whole school may positively influence student selfesteem
By a careful re-appraisal of the effects on student self-esteem of the
following:
" School Climate
" School Policies
" Teacher Self-Esteem ,
" School Curricula
" Parent-School Relationships

Ways in which the individual teacher may positively influence student selfesteem
By a careful re-appraisal of the effects on student self-esteem of the
following:
" Classroom Climate

" Teacher Communcication With Individual Students

Designing a Self-Esteem Program
By :

*Relating the programs to the needs of particular individuals and
groups
" Categorising Activities
" The Sensitive use of Activities

A review of the available literature indicates that many educators have seen
a dichotomy between curricula which are purely subject-oriented and the
personal needs of young people . The work of Hopkins (1941), Aitken (1947),
Alberty (1953), Crug (1957), and Hanna (1963) as stated by Beane (1980)
indicates that the dichotomy has been evident for many years .
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TEACHER SELF-ESTEEM
Coombs et al (1969) indicated that teachers' attitudes towards themselves
may be more important than their techniques, practices or materials.
Purkey (1974) also stated that positive teacher attitudes transcend methods,
skills, techniques, performance and competencies .
"Aspy (1969) concluded that there was a positive relationship between
teachers' self-concept and students' cognitive growth ." (Samuels, 1977)
As significant influencers of pupil self-esteem, teachers may do well to
remember that research has clearly shown that people with high self-esteem
are more likely to be able to influence others while those with low selfesteem are apt to be the ones who are influenced (Hamachek, 1982).

MAINTAINING SELF-ESTEEM IN THE TEACHER

Identify sources of stress deal with them
systematically .

Adopt a social hedonistic philosophy .
Recognise behaviour as self-determined .
Accept self (if not behaviour)

at all times .

Recognise threats to self esteem and ask
?yourself why.
Be genuine and spontaneous .
Learn class control strategies .

Try to become an expert in one area .

Use positive self-talk .
Be part of the staff room .
Ensure good physical health through regular
exercise and proper diet .
Learn relaxation techniques and practice them
regularly .

DENIS LAWRENCE

FACTORS WHICH MAY INHIBIT ACCEPTANCE OF THE CONCEPT OF SELFESTEEM
It may be helpful for those people who wish to convince others of the
importance of self-esteem to be aware of some of the factors which may
inhibit acceptance of the concept.
These can include:
People Factors
A resistance to change .
Belief in an educational philosophy which is inconsistent with an
emphasis on the concept of "self" .
Emphasis of academic pursdits to the exclusion of any consideration of
the affective domain .
Institutional Factors
The attitude of the principal to the concept of self-esteem .
The attitudes of other members of the executive staff to the concept of
self-esteem .
The attitudes of the total school community to the concept of selfesteem .
The degree to which the aims of the school are congruent with the
concept of self-esteem.
The size of the school .
The ability of the institution to cope with, and implement change .

SELF CONCEPT:
"Self-concept refers to the description we hold of ourselves based
on the roles %se play and on the personal attributes we believe we
possess "
(Beane, 1980)
Self-concept is 'The sum total of all the characteristics a person
attributes to him (her) self ."
(Rogers, 1947)
"The self-concept refers to the image we have of our own person,
the way we think of ourselves with all the characteristics we
acknowledge (and those we deny)."
(Cobb, 1961)

SELF-ESTEEM:

"Self-esteem is feelings of personal worth
influenced by
performance, abilities, appearance and the judgments of significant
others ."
(Elder, 1968)
"Self-esteem is the judgement and feelings about the self ."
(Germain, 1978)
Samuels (1977) emphasises that self-esteem is an evaluation of one's
self based on feelings .
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1 . Introduction
My talk is about changing self-concept generally and to look
changing self-concept in school settings .

at

About 7 years ago I introduced a programme to enhance selfconcept . Little did I know at that time, I joined the ranks with
twenty two thousand other people . One of my greatest critics said
to me,
"How do you know it's working?" and "How do you know you
have actually changed self-concept?" It took me some three years
to get the actual answers .
What I did was to use a statistical method of review called meta
analysis . I gathered together studies and reanalysed their data .
What I came up with was a way to measure the effect of various
studies .
I undertook a computer search in 1983, to find twenty two
thousand studies to enhance self-concept .
I chose what I
considered to be a representable sample and ended up with six
hundred and fifty studies that had some data to reanalyse .
I coded six hundred and fifty studies, and put them on the
computer to come up with four hundred and eighty four groups that
had some programmes implemented to change self-concept .
Out of that four hundred and eighty four groups came one hundred
and thirty one specific ways to treat self-concept coded into
some twenty five different variables . I looked at two questions,
can you change self-concept, and how do you do it?
For the first question
concept .

I came up with yes one can change

self-

I was excited and examined the degree of effects . Think of an
effect ranging from 0 to 1 .
Zero is no effect and 1 is a very
good effect .
2 . Degree of Self Concept Change
Statistically we are looking at 0 to 1 and the effect was average
at .37 .
At first I though .37 over a quarter of a million
people, was tiny .
I was depressed before I realized that
self is
structure .
What kind of change would you expect?

a

complex

The average effect of self-concept programmes was .4.
In effect
self-concept programmes are changing along with all the others
but only averagely .
Self-concept programmes get the same result as other programmes .
Our programmes are okay .
They are working well .
It wasn't as
depressing as I thought .
Yes you can change self-concept, even
if it is by a small amount .

I looked at the most important variables coding the twenty five
variables to obtain a few significant ones for influencing change
in self-concept. All these factors bar one need to be considered
when developing a programme to change self-concept .
3 . Treatment
The first one is quite clearly the kind of treatment you use .
The second is the age of the person . Another is the test you use
and that's a critical one, the dimension of self-concept you are
working with .
Another is the kind of population you are working with, re their
social economic background . Finally, I took eight items and did a
regression analysis on them and came up with the most critical
ones .
4. Sex
The most critical ones, accounted for most of the change .
But
most of the others were really quite important.
Sex was
unimportant .
I found no difference between girls and boys and
males and females . It was just as easy or just as hard to change
self-concept in males and females .
All the studies that I have
looked at are saying that there is no difference between males
and females in terms of self-concept .
Over the past year I've worked on a couple of programmes with
women and trying to enhance their self-concept because supposedly
they have lower self-concept . It's not the case .
When we're working with kids there is no difference .
Now what I
did to look at all these factors was to take each one and
categorize them into certain areas .
I drew up a continuum of
treatments, ranging from the more cognitive types of treatments
to the more affective treatments .
5 . Cognitive Programmes
Now at the top in bringing change in self concept was the more
cognitive
orientated programmes that involve some kind of
learning, some teaching, some thought processing .
In the middle we come to things like academic programmes, like
reading programmes to change self-concept, physical programmes,
like a running programme and environmental programmes .
The last
would simply take in kids from one environment and put them into
another to create an environmental change .
Then we get to the affective end with a client centred approach,
that's experiential . You might all be familiar with Jack Canfield,
101 Ways to Enhance Self-concept in Classrooms .
Those kind of
exercises are generally affective and play a part in most

personal development programmes .
The personal development programmes in school were all considered
to be teaching programmes . They are all teaching skills, so they
What I looked at was to find if there was a
came up the scale .
difference between these kinds of programmes and those .
There
was a dramatic difference .
6 . Cognitive Programmes Were Effective
The more cognitive the programme the better it was and the better
the grade of consistency it had in working .
So I divided the
three areas, in the cognitive programmes . I got an assessed size
of .48, which is much above the mean of .37
For the neutral programmes, if you like, the other programmes we
got the average .37 . Now within that I coded for academic selfconcept and I got a mean of .1, which is low.
Physically
orientated programmes were .6 and environmental were .17 .
7 . Physical Programmes Most Effective
So clearly in that area the big ones were physically orientated
programmes and that includes outward bound programmes etc .
"Is there any actual difference between academic and cognitive?"
An academic programme has its first orientation towards changing
sane knowledge not about self, but maths, and reading .
It
involved some assessment .
Cognitive programme were geared
towards changing thoughts about self .
There was self awareness,
personal development, even assertiveness training . Communication
training was cognitive because it restructured thoughts and
taught a skill .
Academic programmes were difficult . That's why they are right in
the middle because a reading programme is not orientated towards
your self-concept .
"Going along with that, you're saying that programmes are more
important than the person delivering it in terms of results?"
No, I am saying the instructor was the most critical factor . If
you are going to run a programme it's got to be of a cognitive
base .
That doesn't mean that things like some of those Canfield
exercises are useless . What it means is that if you use those
kinds of exercises then they have got to be processed in some
form . They have got to be part of the learning experience .
What happens, and I've seen it so often in therapy, is you put a
child in a positive situation and if they have a negative selfconcept
they can still process that positive
information
negatively .
"Isn't that called repairing social atom?"

Very similar, yes .
The best example I have is a student who is
doing very badly at school in terms of marks .
Academic selfconcept is very low . So they keep saying "I'm a dummy etc" .
Put them in the situation where they do well, where they get
their 10 out of 10 that they say they can't do . They will say to
you, time and time again,
'I did well because it was an easy
exam, the marker was easy, it was a fluke' .
If they failed 'I'm
a dummy' .
What's happening all the time is
negative information to keep on
that's part of their processing .
suits the information that you have

that they are looking for
thinking negatively because
You look for information that
already got .

The way to go is to change those thought processes and always
check that the information is being processed in a positive
manner . That was the critical thing in terms of treatments .
The next important factor was the instructor .
What I did was to
areas
.
got
teacher,
counsellor,
divide instructor into
I
lecturer, psychologist, social workers, doctors who were training
to be psychiatrists and various people like that ; your outward
bound etc ; people running STEP programmes ; no instructor at all
so it was a self managed programme .
I divided them into those areas . Again that was too big an area
to work with so I have got all the results if you want to have a
What I have done is broken them down a
look at them later .
little bit further into four very useable areas .
Teachers, therapists, group leaders and no instructors . Let me
show you the results and this is where I think we had the
problem . Starting with therapists, and we got .48 ; teachers .26 ;
group leaders and this again is your outward bound, anybody who
is leading a big group to train something .56 ; no instructor at
all .21 .
I have a lot of difficulty with it as you can imagine and I
played with the data as much as I could .
I tried to make the
statistics lie any way I could unsuccessfully. There was quite an
incredible difference all the way through.
Among the original
figures we got school teachers as .27
With the teachers I coded in lecturers and
well, so that's a general figure .
"Janet,
mode?"

what

various

people

about a teacher who can adapt to the group

as

leader

What we are looking at and the other factor I'll come to later is
setting .
Setting is essential in terms of destroying what you
can do in the classroom . Teachers are people who are not trained
to change self-concept .
That is why I have a lot of problem

with teacher training .
8 . Teacher Training
training
"Teacher
relationships!"

is

pretty

skillful

at

destroying

We have had some incredible problems, and are coming up against
The instructor was the critical
personality factors as well .
factor .
If you have got a good programme you still have to pick the right
instructor . So you've obviously got to pick someone who is aware,
who understands, who can communicate, who knows how to process
the information and can cope with all the emotions that they are
going to arise .
9 . Age
The other critical factor is age .
I divided it into four areas,
the child up to the age of 10 and their effect side was .3 ; the
pre-adolescent .2 ; the adolescent which is 13-18 .2 ; and the
adult is .5.
It makes a lot of sense if you consider the cognitive argument
that adults are a lot easier to change because they have the
cognitive ability to get into and make the change themselves .
They can also look around and see what's happening and can
process the experiences where young kids who are just put into a
positive situation might not have the ability.
I think the other facts we have to consider and although there
isn't a significant difference between the young child and the
adolescent in percentage there is a difference .
The difference
Particularly young
is that adolescents are harder to change .
adolescents . Look at your grade 6,7 and 8s - they're your
difficult ones .
Six year
Now let's change this whole notion of self-concept .
olds don't understand 'I'm a sensitive, I'm a moody person' .
They don't think that way, they describe themselves in terms of
what they like and what they don't like .
I think many of the
people who are getting programmes together need to consider that .
10 . Dimensions
The other factor that I looked at was dimensions .
is that it's a lot easier to change say one part of
than the whole .

What I found
self-concept

What was happening is that many people were getting into
programmes to change academic self-concept and using a global
measure which covers every dimension of self-concept .
As a
result they weren't really getting any change .

Those that use an academic measure to measure academic
would get change .
You can actually change a facet
concept without changing the whole .

programme
of self-

Find out first where the problems are, not just in general selfconcept but in the dimensions of self-concept whether it be peer
or academic, school or whatever .
Features of the sample were divided into those features that were
outstanding, according to the 484 groups . I came up with things
like university students, college students, psychology students,
elementary school students, etc .
Now the biggest effect change I got was .87 for adults who had a
previously diagnosed problem .
For children who had a previously
diagnosed problem, it was .54 .
A general figure for those who
had no problem at all was .3 change and elementary school
children provided a .1 figure .
11 . Need Low Self-Concept To Improve Remarkably
What I
am suggesting is that you can't change self-concept if
it's already at a reasonably stable positive level .
So we have
to alter our expectations .
We go into a school and the school is saying 'low self-concept
here, there must be change .' I am sure that doesn't apply to
everybody! I would expect that you won't get change from a total
school programme, because those sudents that don't change will
counter those students that do change . You end up with a balance
or a very slight change .
There is some kind of feeling on self-concept that can only go so
far and that's it . I don't really know what the the level is - I
guess we are talking about on a scale of 10, a 6 or a 7, so that
factor is really quite important .
12 . Socio Economic Status
I found that there was more change in lower social
background than middle . I didn't have any upper .
So middle self-concept was harder to change,
was okay anyway .

economic

because their level

"Is it true that low self esteem is associated with
economic background?"

low

social

I don't know the answer, but certainly my studies support that .
Yes you got more change with lower because they needed more
change .
"What sort of definition then do we have of self esteem?"
Low

self esteem would be somebody on a scale with a low measure .

In terms of the study it was those people who were measured and
were at least two standard deviations below . So it has got to be
a significant difference from the rest of the group .
Normally what would happen, as you'd use a standard measure and
if the cut off point was 5, anybody below 3 would be considered
low.
What I considered to be a low self esteem - looking at a
client as opposed to what the scale was saying was obviously a
little different . We are talking in terms of the scale .
"The scales,
something?"

does that refer to some particular test,

survey or

One hundred and thirty one of them .
"You are saying that you got 25 variables from that?"
I got 25 variables .
Within the whole study I looked at 25
factors and I coded the 25 factors, such as race, sex, age, and
type of analysis used .
I did an extensive cross correlation and the
interaction came with age .

only

significant

I was able to pull out three or four things . I am not saying
because they are low that was the main problem .
I mean, if they
were low social economic background,
plus they were preadolescents, plus they were using an academic programme to
change, then you had no hope of getting any change .
That's
really what it's saying .
13 . Length of Study
I looked at the length of study. I compared half day programmes,
full day programmes, residential or full year programmes .
Half
day programmes and residential were the best, the residential one
by a mile, half day programmes were better than full day
programmes .
My only explanation for that is that when you take a group for a
full day, in the last half of the day they are so tired that they
don't want to know anyway.
Weekend programmes for example were really good but you often
have this euphoric effect .
So what was happening, people were
being measured on the Friday,
intervention Saturday and Sunday
and measured on the Sunday night . Which is not on . So there was
certainly more of that euphoric effect in some studies .
"By half day programmes, you mean half day, five days a week?"
No just a half day programme, a 3 hour burst .
A full year
programme would be a programme over the whole year, and they're
certainly the best .

"So you are saying, next to a full year programme, day in and day
out sort of stuff, three times a week ."
Yes, you go in for half a day burst and half a day is better than
a full day .
Again age was critical with all of them,
critical when you think about it .

and

would

be

very

"But with these programmes you are looking at, a residential
programme would be an entirely different type of programme ."
Residential programmes were staying in programmes like summer
camp, or three week intensive courses on the syllabus training .
Or outward bound, all those kinds of programmes . Because of the
small number, I combined those with programmes that went over a
long period of time .
"Purely the length of time of the programme not the contents
the programme?"

of

No, the contents comes in with the treatment .
There was an
interaction between treatment and length but it wasn't a strong
one .
Part of the problem we have is that these three variables
which are so strong that it was hard to decipher whether the
length was influenced by them .
It certainly was an interaction
So
and it would take a lot more analysis to figure that out .
they're your major variables, they're the significant ones .
Let me try and give you a couple more figures to put it together .
Okay, so we have got the instructor here, we have got an academic
programme .
What I took out was three variables, the three major
factors that I think are critical to determining what's happenig
in schools .
15 . Setting
The first one, an educational setting had the related change at
followup studies and I also looked for other studies that checked
out those facts . That was supported by two other studies .
The only other studies I could locate were studies looking at
psychotherapy in kids, and they were looking at counselling
within the school setting as opposed to outpatient clinic and
opposed to the home .
There
was always a significant difference,
that the non
educational setting did much better .
I think in this factor, in
the study it is confounded by the fact that the outward bound
programmes,
summer camps,
all those kinds of residential
programmes were so high .
A fellow called Herbert Marsh, in Sydney, is really into outward
bound and he's been singing their praises .
I must admit I have

been very cynical of his studies, but after this I find it pretty
hard to argue with him .
I want to know what it is that they've got . What do they do that
we don't do in schools .
Is it assessment, is it the notion of
being compulsory, because if you look at an outward bound
programme they're hard . They're so rigorous and the amount of
psychological damage which can occur as a result of the pressure
is incredible .
The other factor you have got to consider, particularly with
children, that 'if you say you have got 7 dimensions of selfconcept that sometimes the most salient dimension will change . So
if you look at a 13 year old adolescent female, physical selfconcept is critical .
Generally it's family, then school or peers .
Physical is down
the bottom .
But in adolescents, physical goes right up the top .
It's most salient .
I think that's the kind of fact you need to consider .
What's
salient, is easy to change . What you are most interested in that
you can change .
If you get a child who hates school, couldn't care less about
school and is not concerned by the fact that he or she doesn't
get on at school, then school doesn't alter their self-concept at
all .
You won't change them in the classroom because it is not
salient to them .
We know from our research by Brian Hansford and John Hattie in
1981
which was another retroanalysis of self-concept
and
achievement, that there was no correlation between self-concept
and achievement .
Academic programmes will not generally effect self-concept .
If
you have an academic programme, combined with some feed back
about the person and how well the person is doing and their
academic self-concept, now that might be a different factor . But
a straight reading programme, and we are talking generally so we
say we are talking about 90% of the population, there is going to
be 5% out there that is going to work .
So those two factors combined with this one, means that teachers
All those factors put
as instructors are not successful .
together mean that programmes are not working .
It's depressing
for a teacher who started in a school, with what I felt had
wonderful programmes .
"What type of programme was it?"
That programme was based on a simple awareness .
I used a lot of
the Canfield and Wells with personal development . I had the year
8 for a whole year, 2 periods a week . I was looking at things
like style, physical self-concept, and diet . I started off with

self awareness .
I then went to communication skills and using
I went
the self, looking at ideal self as compared to real self .
into what I call, the self and the world
which was being a
person out there .
Yes, it works if you can get that group motive, get that setting
change, if you can get some kind of relaxation going within the
group so they want to be there with no sense of assessment .
You can use any kind of programme you like as long as you attach
a cognitive basis to it .
Use a compliment session where you get
all the kids to write down a nice thing about everybody in the
room . Then everybody reads out what they have got on the list to
that person .
If you do that kind of thing, it's a lovely
feeling . But some of those kids will be processing information
like "She is only saying that because she has to ."
If you can then get back to the kids and say to them something
like "What's been said about you?" And they say "Well, I'm nice,
I've got nice hair, I speak nicely!" Then you suggest to them,
"Okay, what things of those do you believe?" Really honestly get
them to write it down and then in some sense, work on a more one
to one basis with them particularly with young kids .
So you're looking at more co-operative classroom .
Co-oporation
and self-concept, there is a correlation which would be about .4,
which is quite big correlation .
I don't believe that every child has low self-concept and in fact
kids in P.S .P. schools would have higher self-concept than those
in other areas, and you are not going to get change .
What you are going to do is maintain the status quo .
In areas
like that the difference between what the kids want in their
environment and their self-concept is quite incredible .
What I
am trying to say is that in that factor of school attitude the
way the kids view the environment is critical to them, critical
to their learning, their self-concept, and their attitudes to the
school .
The other thing that you could think about is feedback, which
I've included in the cognitive based programme .
That's very
high,
in fact I can tell you that it was .58 .
Giving feedback
through a behavioural programme, so using that mode of .58 .
"Janet,
is
together?"

there an accumulative effect if you use all of

them

16. Teacher Training
What I've been suggesting, that if teachers were trained, that's
the critical factor .
If we can find the right kind of teachers,
and I know there is a personality we are looking at, we can't get
away from it, but we need to train our teachers .
A lot of the
onus then falls back on teacher training institutions .
10

I think the ministry should see training goes on continuously .
If we can train our staff, we work from a cognitive base and we
aim our programmes at the right age .
We can do it .
I mean you
can change!
I would also maintain that teachers are the best
vehicle to do it, they do have the skills .
I know, right at this moment I'm working with two core courses at
W.A .I .T . The first and second years have no real training in how
to communicate to kids . They have no real training about selfconcept .
They got an half an hour lecture this year from me on
self concept enhancement in the first year .
there is no real
So they are `not getting the training,
communication and training for those teachers . When we supervise
them we tell them about their positive feedback, we are always
saying be more positive .
But we are always talking about
projecting voice, changing our pitch and tone and things like
that . We are not really talking to them about how to communicate
to these kids, and I think that's their problem .
So that the
first and major step with the teachers is to train them.
17 . Camps
"Camps were one of the best things . You could do more in a weeks
camp positively than half an hour every day in the class ."
What I think happens is that you take kids on a camp and this
certainly works . I have seen significant results with a camp.
You take the kids on a camp, you set the theme and you get them
thinking and feeling and relating to you as a teacher . You bring
them back and you maintain that all through the year .
It concerns me that I think that camps are great but what is it
about kids going to school that doesn't work .
I mean you can't
camp,
there
are somethings
say we'll fix it with this
when
hostile and foreign happening in classrooms .
You do go into many
I think discipline is one factor .
environments and they're not as co-operative as we would like .
Kids really enjoy, or feel safe in co-operative environments . If
you have got an assessment system, you've got discipline, you've
got feedback .
If there is some kind of maintenance programme and the child is
taught independance in terms of you and your self-concept away
from the family then you get a good maintenance influence .
18 . Conclusion
But for me it's training teachers .
This is the critical thing .
It's developing the right programme so that programmes are aimed
towards these factors that we talked about .
We're

talking

about age,

we're talking a cognitive

treatment,

i

teachers expectations . You can only change so much and you have
to be looking at maintaining rather than expecting change . Again
My last big thing was
academic programmes shouldn't be used .
evaluation.
Another thing that I looked at more closely with
studies was tests used .
There were three tests used in 60% of
the studies mostly Harris and Cooper smith .

